message from the author
Thank you for investing your valuable time to review this guide - especially prepared for you in considering my services as your licensed
financial advisor.
In this document I present my position on key elements of your financial planning in order for you to make an informed decision prior
to meeting with me for the first time. Consider this tool as my professional assistance to allow you to fairly evaluate my service and
competitive offering. A second opinion on your financial plan never hurt anyone. It's neither intimidating nor a waste of time to get
together and check to see if we can do better for you in making your money work harder for you, whilst eliminating life's risks along the
way.
The information contained in this guide should not be construed as financial advice. It is presented merely to help you reach a decision
about whether you are receiving the service you deserve from your current financial advisor.
Discussion about your personal financial direction and professional recommendations will only commence once we meet for the first
time. At that point I can show you the techniques to guarantee you'll keep more money in your family each month so that it keeps
working for the people you care about instead of working for the wrong financial plan.
I am not professionally liable for any actions readers of this guide take as a result of its content without meeting with me.
Please feel free to forward this document to others in your life that you care about most - family, friends and work colleagues. I do my finest
work on referral and would appreciate a conversation with them to bring clarity, control and confidence to their financial situation.
Looking forward to meeting with you soon

deserve

Are you getting the service you
from your financial advisor?

10 reasons why we should probably meet even if you have previously received advice elsewhere

Wealth creation, preservation and transition are challenges not
easily overcome in today's turbulent markets. The multiple forces
of sub-prime mortgage crises, covert inflation and skyrocketing
healthcare, food and fuel prices impact every aspect of our
material lifestyle and daily subsistence. There is a heightened need
to buffet ourselves, our families and businesses against the ravages
of unpredictable and unstable circumstances which can crush the
dreams of those not acting in a financially prudent manner.
Life is too unpredictable to navigate the future landscape with
the wrong financial guide and uncertain maps and directions.

the

Stock markets may fluctuate, but personal service delivery
should not. What we do is to consolidate all of your family
assets into one balanced program so that you can improve your
asset accumulation in less time with fewer risks along the way.
Instead of diving into a lecture about market forces, investment
volatility and PIE multiples, let us examine the more basic
elements of an effective financial plan which will bring
harmony to your dreams whilst largely eradicating risks on the
journey to their accomplishment.

5 key
financial risks of life are:
1.

Living too long-due to dwindling retirement Iunding

2.

Dying too soon- belore accumulating sulficient
assets to sustain your Iamily's income needs

3.

Becoming critically ill along the way - impacting
upon your ability to produce income

4.

SuIIering Irom temporary or permanent disability

5.

Reducing your asset accumulation through
inappropriate tax planning

1

The Importance of Annual Reviews

Have you had an ANNUAL REVIEW of your financial plans in the

Your current risk management strategy needs to be checked for

last 12 months? As advisors being paid ongoing compensation for the

consistency as it relates to your lifestyle and business development

delivery of regular advice and service, we have a fiduciary responsibility

- ensuring you are getting the most "benefit for your buck" from

to get together with our clients at least annually to go and "visit your

insurance carriers in terms of latest medical benefits, underwriting

money".

trends and changes in your lifestyle or family situation. For example,

Many North Americans - even top earners - are stuck in the quick

having a third child immediately outdates the formula which you

sands of confusion between possibility and probability in terms of life

used to calculate how much life insurance coverage is appropriate.

changes they are likely to experience and the corresponding impact

3.

on their family financial security.

Any legal arrangements that you may have

committed to the last year which may have opened gaps
It is not as much a case of not having the right answers these days,

in your financial firewall and thus potentially impact your

but rather of not having asked the right questions about their money.

family balance sheet.

All legal documents need to be reviewed - your will,
partnership/key person agreements, beneficiaries and allied

Annual Review

this
needs to assess 3 key elements of
your financial situation:

elements of your financial commitments. For example, over
70% of Canadian small and medium business owners do
not have salary continuation contingencies in the event
of disability and critical illness built into their partnership
agreements. Whilst I am not a qualified attorney, I certainly
know what to look for in highlighting areas in your will or

1.

other agreements needing correction which you can then seek
The match between your risk profile as an investor

legal assistance in altering.

and the actual performance of the market-related

The chances that a person becomes disabled or critically ill

investments and money products driving your wealth

over the term of their life are EIGHT TIMES the chances that

creation.

their home burns to the ground.
Additionally, licensed advisors are required to keep updated

Inheritance or other financial windfall has an immediate impact on

records in order to remain compliant with Know Your Client

your profile - as do change of health circumstance, increase in

and financial intelligence regulations. Furthermore, we need

monthly income or separation/divorce at the other end of the scale.

to meet annually with our clients to avoid any mishaps or

2.

mistakes in ongoing communication and client education
All risk structures that you have in place to cope

with things that could happen to you in the next week
which might affect your family for the 20 years thereafter.

about emerging opportunities and improved solutions being
developed by our carrier partners and fund managers.

Typically, unless the exercise has been conducted prior to you

many people wait until the last minute to make important financial

engaging my services, we will start the relationship by completing

decisions and end up making the wrong ones through a lack of

a comprehensive financial needs analysis and producing an easy-

regular planning.

to-understand report designed to highlight both opportunities and

We will then put some ideas together to start making your money

shortfalls in your financial situation. Chances are that one hour

work harder for you and build assets faster for an even stronger

of paperwork could save you thousands over the long term. Too

financial foundation.

2

Events in the Next 10 Minutes Which Could
Impact your Family for the Next 20 Years

Time marches on. So does life after you die. The bills keep

You may also be able to provide them with far better coverage

coming. The car still needs repair. Getting one's life back in

than bank-sold mortgage insurance which is underwritten at the

order after a death can be an overwhelming task. A financial

point of death and has a history of paying claims shockingly -

safety net can ease the burden at a time like this. And life

if at all. OR you may even be able to find extra money going

insurance can be just that - a financial safety net.

to waste through poor consolidation in your property and

It might be as simple as helping with the day-to-day necessities

casualty/homeowners/auto portfolio - you can turn liabilities

of life. Or it may be as complicated as covering an estate or

into assets through your work with our associate specialist in

business need.

this area.

A smooth and uncomplicated transition of the assets gathered

Don't drive your family to financial ruin. Allow me into your

through your life's work is the greatest gift you can leave your

financial life to help you and your family find the premiums for

family.

this essential protection.

Make sure that the emotional pain of your demise does not
result in financial pain for your heirs. You will be pleasantly

My work alleviates the financial pain caused by premature

surprised what can be accomplished with pennies on the dollar.

passing away and reduces the chances of the emotional pain
becoming long-term suffering.

Let's get together soon to review the formula you're using to put
solid foundations under your asset building
Reducing estate burdens on your family in terms of risk
protection - using "pennies on the dollar" - is EQUALLY as
important as the returns you are getting from your current
investment advisor anyway, as your dependents could lose up to
80% of the accrued value of your portfolio on your death.

3

Building a Financial Safety Net Under your
Healthcare Funding to Avoid Falling Victim to
an Overburdened Healthcare System

The demographic reality of an aging population combined with

If you insure your car fully comprehensive against fire, theft

frightening increases in heart disease and stroke trends amongst

AND damage - surely you should ensure your health the same

young adults require all of our attention.

way? Guard against spending 40 years trading your health for

(For further proof, review the Heart and Stroke Foundation of

your wealth without putting a funding structure in place to buy

Canada's 2010 Annual Report, "A Perfect Storm of Heart Disease")

back your health - if required - when it comes time to enjoy your
wealth. I have a plan that takes a small monthly sacrifice to lock in

Waiting times for medical procedures have increased, immediate

a large payout when needed.

access to advanced medical science has declined and the situation
appears likely to worsen before improving in the coming decade as

With the unique "return of premium" option available to you,

the single biggest generation of retirees become dependent on the

you will receive a refund for not claiming on this coverage over a

resources available.

15 year period. Think of it as transferring money from a cheque
account into a personal savings account for later transfer back.

From many expert sources and heightened press coverage of our
deteriorating healthcare delivery, we advise all clients to ensure
they have a funding structure in place in guarantee speedy access
to the world's best medical assistance should they require it.

80% of us will have to fund critical illness at some point in our
lives. So it's not IF, but WHEN we'll need the money. Heart
attacks, stroke, and cancer - they're nothing new. Except today,
we're more likely to survive. But nobody wants to become a
burden to their family and friends. New generation life insurance
comes in two forms. The one kind pays out when you die. The
other kind pays when you catch whatever might eventually kill
you. All I do is to remove risks from families that can't afford them
and hand them to my carrier partners who can.

4

Ensuring your Retirement Plan Delivers
you to your Destination on Time
-Using Appropriately Selected Planning Formulas And Solutions

The golden years. We all dream about them. The time in our life

Conservative financial guidelines suggest a maximum of 3%

when work is a thing of the past. As you progress towards your

withdrawal of income annually from your asset base. This will

financial destination, the key questions remain: "Is the gap between

position you more securely to be ensure that you run out of

what you OWN and what you OWE getting wider, narrower or

YEARS before you run out of ASSETS - and still leave something

staying the same?" and "Will there be too much "month" left at the

significant behind for your kids.

end of your "money" in your retirement years?"
Stocks. Bonds. Cash. Mutual funds. Segregated funds. Rental
Getting your investment house in order is the next fundamental

properties. Metals. Company pension. RRSP's…they are all

step in bringing clarity, confidence and control to your financial

relevant and need to be carefully molded into a program which

future. Today, it's possible that your retirement years could last as

delivers both momentum and security to your financial plan.

long, if not longer, than your working career. Life expectancy - as
you know - is increasing at a significant rate with all of the latest

The good news is you have options. I will guide you in taking

medical breakthroughs. Your advisor should make sure that your

your current direction to a new level of focus and harmony.

planning keeps pace with daily scientific breakthroughs. Will your

Whatever your current perception and situation is, all it takes is

retirement plan last as long as you will?

an initial complimentary consultation to begin sharing ideas on
improving your planning.
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Making Sure That Your Long Term Care Needs
Don't Erode Your Own Children's Financial
Security

Getting dressed…bathing…eating. The everyday tasks of

who believe they will always have easy access to long term care.

life can become difficult without your health and assistance.

Taking responsibility for your own dignified care in later years

Recovering from illness in your later years can wipe out savings

is a simple step in the financial planning process.

in short order. There's a lot you want to accomplish in your life.
Now is the perfect time to plan for your future years to ensure

If your current advisor has not presented you with the options

you have more control and choice if you need care.

available, they may have overlooked an essential step in the
financial planning process.

The spiraling costs of government-assisted healthcare are
narrowing the options available in future decades for those

6

Encouraging Positive Living Amongst
Kids/Grandkids Through a "Values Trust"

Today's parents have the opportunity to bring meaning to their children and grandchildren's positive lifestyle by positioning their estate
plans to leave behind a legacy of values development instead of just a financial windfall. I guide my clients in setting up discretionary
trusts through their accountants and attorneys. These trusts can reward children/grandchildren for living their lives according to positive
principles. Monetary payouts can be structured for achievement - amongst others- of any of the following life milestones:

•
•

Achievement of academic qualifications - resulting in student loans being paid off by the trust.
Starting their own business - resulting in the interest portion of bank loans used to finance the new
business being paid by the trust for a certain period.

•

Working in the non-profit sector of the community - resulting in the trust matching the generally
reduced salaries paid for such work

•
•

Clean driving records - resulting in the trust refunding car insurance premiums on an annual basis
Accelerated paying off of a mortgage - resulting in the trust paying off the second half or last third of a
mortgage when the children/grandchildren have paid off the first half or two thirds of the mortgage.

Funding for such a "values trust" is secured through a lump sum being invested by the parents/grandparents or through a life
insurance policy (with the trust named as beneficiary) sufficient to cover the financial commitments structured in the trust as well
as annual administration fees as required by the client's accountant/attorney.
Talk to me today about evaluating your situation to review this exciting option in your estate planning.

7

Getting Your House Back From The Bank

If you are currently standing as guarantor/security for bank debt/loans in your company or corporation, understand that you
are ENTITLED to monthly remuneration for signing personal assets such as your house over to your bank to secure such debt.
The remuneration you should be drawing is in the form of premiums on a set of policies (Life Insurance, Critical Illness and/or
Disability Insurance) to ensure that the company debts are settled in the event of your own illness or demise.
I am happy to meet with you and your financial officer to discuss the tax implications of premium payments on your behalf by the
company/corporation.

8

Bringing The Rest of the Financial Team Into
Line in Creating Balance and Focus

Effective tax minimization is as important as choice of investment

your philanthropic and charitable giving plans and advising

holdings for any client with more than $ I million in assets.

your attorney of the financial changes required to your will to
accomplish this.

We have the specialists to help with that aspect of your
planning - working with your accountant or tax specialist to

Furthermore, your company benefits program should be

bring balance to your monthly income distribution.

reviewed by your advisor regularly to ensure that it covers both
PROBABILITY (actuarially; of being diagnosed with a critical

Additionally, the best way to help the underprivileged is to

illness at some point) AND POSSIBILITY (of your passing

make sure you're not one of them - and then to re-arrange

away during their employment of you). I will work xqconsent-

your estate planning to give back to that sector of the

to evaluate your current benefits package and ensure that it is

community using insurance carrier's monetary payouts on

consistent with prudent financial planning.

your life insurance. I am qualified to assist you in reviewing

9

Uncovering Debt Consolidation Opportunities
and Eliminating Monthly Waste in your
Money Management

You might consider re-assessing your monthly interest obligations to your bank/finance company for mortgage, credit card,
vehicle finance and personal lines of credit. There are numerous new debt consolidation solutions available to reduce your overall
monthly interest payments. Working together, we could re-position your monthly commitments in order to find the savings you
need to take care of your other family responsibilities such as faster wealth creation or more comprehensive risk management.

Consulting with me in this area could turn monthly liabilities into long-term assets by repositioning your family balance
sheet through these solutions.

10

Committing to a Service Level Agreement
with your Financial Advisor

After reading this guide, I would suggest that if you are still confident in your current financial advisor then you should have no
problem in having a complimentary second opinion on you wealth creation and risk management strategy.
Professional financial advisors should commit themselves to a Service Level Agreement with their clients to bring focus and
structure to these relationships.

THIS
WRITTEN
AGREEMENT
WITH ME
W0UL0
C0VER

• Frequency and nature of client review meetings
• Reporting requirements in the areas of investment and
insurance updates
• Requirements and limits on contact frequency outside of
review meetings
• Other requirements and consent you may wish to
grant me in maintaining communication with your
accounting/tax professionals on an annual basis.

Conclusion I have no doubt that this guide has left you with several

your wealth creation whilst eliminating financial risks along

questions and possible points of discussion with me or your

the way.

current financial advisor.
I encourage you to consider the additional resources on the
I want to express my professional commitment to taking your

next few pages as further food for thought in considering

financial planning to the next level by means of an initial

meeting with me.

meeting with yourself.
Regardless of whether we get together to exchange some ideas,
I am available at your earliest convenience to get together

I thank you for investing the time in reviewing this guide and

for a relaxed conversation - with no pre-conceived agenda

wish you everything of the best in your financial future.

- to explore any issues or concerns which this guide may
have highlighted. Following this initial meeting, I will well
positioned to recommend any steps required to speed up

additional resources for your consideration
•
•
•

8 Key Issues Survey
Article
Deftning Your Ideal Lifestyle

•
•
•

Last & Final Letter
My Client Testimonials
Sample Financial Plan

8 key issues survey
If you accumulate as many NET assets in the

o

Yes

NEXT five years as you just did in the LAST

o

No

five years, are you going to be satisfied with your

o

I don't know
- show me more

Is the difference between what you OWN and

o

Getting wider

what you OWE getting WIDER, NARROWER

o

Getting nar rower

or STAYING THE SAME?

o

Staying the same

o

I don't know - my financial

progress at that point?

advisor hasn't shown me lately

How many weeks of your typical month in

o

First week only

retirement are FULLY funded by your current

o

Two weeks

plans (based on date of retirement until end of

o

Three weeks

projected life expectancy)?

o

All four weeks

o

I don't know - help me to find out

o

Pays me to stay at home
whilst recovering

of critical illness - or would you have to go to

o

I would still have to go to work

work whilst critically ill?

o

I have no idea - please evaluate my
situation with no obligation

Does your current life insurance pay you
immediately to stay at home on the diagnosis

8 key issues survey
How many of your children's further education

o

1 child

is going to be fully funded, based on your current

o

2 children

financial plan:

o

3 children

o

All of our children

o

I have no idea - please conduct an
investigation at no expense

Do you draw the full compensation you are

o

Draw maximum compensation

entitled to from your company to remunerate you

o

Do not draw maximum compensation

for the second signature you gave to your bank as

o

How do I draw this compensation and how
much should it be - please infor m me

For how long does your partnership agreement

o

1-3 months

guarantee the salaries of directors in the event of

o

4-6 months

serious illness or disability?

o

No provision in place, as far as I know.

personal guarantees?

Please show me how to use government
money to provide these securities

Are your legal arrangements structured between

o

He/she would only inherit shares

business partners in a manner that would force

o

He/she would receive cash

your surviving spouse to shop for groceries with

o

I have no idea - please consult with
me on this issue

company shares instead of ready cash in the
event of your illness or demise?

article
Weaving a legacy - bringing meaning to your money

The work is done. Your share price is shooting the lights

were physically hardier and displayed lower levels of

out. Revenues are pumping along on autopilot, like some

depression and hopeless abandon than those fellow

financial Duracell bunny. You've finally stacked the board

prisoners who "could not see a tomorrow". One of the

of directors with enough succession talent to enshrine

mistakes that social science makes is to discount the impact

your pioneering work for generations to come. You step

that these future constructs have on present health, sense

back and apply the final brush strokes to your corporate

of connectedness and general well-being. Frankl became

masterpiece by announcing the appointment of Bright

the father of " logo-therapy" which has become an

Young Thing, MBA as your successor. The golf course

important part of psychotherapy. "Logo" is derived from

beckons, as does that year-long world cruise.

the Latin for "location". Therapy is commonly accepted

You've scored a perfect 10 on the happiness index.

as "healing". Define a positive direction for the patient

Think again.

and positive thought, emotion and action are natural by-

Our

work

repeatedly

uncovers

a

disturbing

and

products of the renewed commitment.

predictable trend - traditional retirement fosters decay

So back to your situation. One of the privileges of being

and depression.

an honorary member of the well-healed set is the ability

Life insurance companies point to the trend of people

to leverage your immense intellectual talents, powerful

passing away within 8 years of their retirement as

personal networks and financial freedom in order to make

evidence of something being amiss in the golden years of

a sustainable difference to the lives of others less fortunate.

most policyholders.

Put more succinctly, the very best way to help the poor is

The problem is simple. Human beings are teleological

to make sure you are not one of them (chances are you

(target-seeking) mechanisms. Self worth and identity are

have that covered if you are reading this publication)

not crafted from one's past experience but rather through

- and then to use your time and contacts to give back

those future goals and constructive aspirations which

massively using clever financial structuring.

bring clarity and focus to our daily lives. Commitment

Making the transition from go-getter to go-giver has the

creates identity, not just existence.

added benefit of extending your own lifespan and giving

In his seminal work on concentration-camp human

you a more compelling reason for rising each morning

psychology, "Man's Search for Meaning", Viktor Frankl,

beyond your asset-building years for reasons beyond the

describes the marked difference in both mental states

pursuit of a dropping a little white ball in a faraway hole

and physical longetivity amongst concentration camp

with fewer strokes than your equally well-healed friends.

prisoners during the Second World War. Those who
regularly verbalized hopes, dreams and positive scenarios

Canada has a rich tradition of supporting the underdog in a social quest to create a fair balance between the "have's" and the "have
not's". As a member of the financially privileged few, I believe that we have a moral duty to create economic leverage in this great
country by deploying our time and talents in pursuit of social justice and community upliftment. Whilst each of us gets to choose our
favorite niche to give back to, the common questions we should be addressing as we set off on this journey to "pay it forward" are:

1.

Based on family history, how many years do you think you have left? After all, you can't DO GOOD unless you
STAY GOOD in protecting yourself from the ravages of poor health, mental stagnation or premature death.

2.

What work has been done to financially insure those years? That way, if you run out of contributing years before
you have fulfilled your vision; your work will not perish together with your physical presence.

3.

What lessons have you learned from the retirement of others? Consider emulating the actions of role models and
mentors who shaped your own character and subsequent success in life. Where and how might you duplicate or
magnify their efforts in making a mark in the world?

4.

Describe a typical day in your retirement? Make a commitment to make a daily difference rather than a massive
difference - it brings clarity and substance to your waking hours.

5.

What charity or cause do you admire the most? How can your vast experience and social network contribute in
securing their work for generations to come?

6.

What do you feel is the greatest good that can come from your own wealth? Which educational campaign could be
perpetuated through funding in your own retirement or estate planning?

7.

What legacy do you want to leave behind? More specifically, what do you want to be remembered for having "gotten
done" at a local level through your volunteerism or financial influence?

8.

What plans have you made to pass along your wisdom, not just your wealth? Which community leadership group
could benefit massively over a 36-60 month period from just a few hours each month of your presence on their
board or in their executive activities?

9.

What treasured experience would you buy for physically or mentally disadvantaged citizens in your community with
your first free $ 100 000 of excess retirement funding?

10.

What number do you have in mind to leave behind in your estate and what life do you picture buying with that
number? Have you consulted the appropriate qualified specialists to secure that number through
tax-efficient structures?

The scriptures said it all:

“When the young men no longer dream dreams and the old
men have lost their vision, the people perish.”
There are young successful entrepreneurs as well as readers in their advanced years perusing these words. The message is the same
- who we are in the present is determined by the difference we hope to make in the future. Governments have a poor track record in
redressing societal imbalance since time in memoriam. Financially and influentially-leveraged leaders like you are the only ones with
the time and fiscal muscle to step forward in creating local impact in extraordinary ways. I challenge you to stand up and be counted
through your own commitment.

defining your ideal lifestyle
The purpose of this document is to stimulate your thinking about the future you wish to create. It is not a substitute for an actual
financial analysis and should never be used as a replacement for one.

It forms a great starting point for discussion at either the first or second interview with your advisor, as it is based on possibilities
instead of problems. Complete the questions with your spouse/life partner and you will understand how powerful this tool is in
"opening up your financial mind".

Here are some questions to get you thinking about the

Life Experience YOU Want to Create.

How do I envision success?

(Define your values, payoffs, and motivations).

How do I want to serve others
and society?

(Consider whether it's important for you to be in
an occupation that adds value to others or makes a
contribution to society).

What types of clients and
friends do I want to have?

(Describe relationships,values, ideas and entertainment).

What type of house(s) do I
want to own?

(Think about self-expression,comfort, convenience, and

Where do I want to live?

(Visualize the community, your status, life experience,

beauty).

friends and beliefs).

How many weeks of vacation
do I want to take each year?

(Consider things such as adventure and family bonding).

Where do I want to go on my
vacations?

How many hours do I want to work
each week?

(Picture fun, beauty, and adventure).

(Think about balance, recharging yourself, and
personal growth). What do I want to do when I'm
not working? (List hobbies and other interests).
Where do I want my children to go to school?
(Address, parental values and desired child
experiences).

How much net income will I need to
support my ideal life experience?

(List your ideal compensation range).

At what age do I want work to
become optional?

(Visualize leisure activities).

How much money will I need to
retire comfortably?

(Evaluate financial independence).

How much money will I need to
invest each year to achieve my
retirement goals?

(Describe money habits).

Where do I want to live when I retire?

(Consider weather and beauty).

What do I want to do with my time
when I retire?

(Think about health, vitality and fun).

What type of friendships do I want
to have?

(What is the ideal relationship to have
with friends?)

What do I want to do to keep healthy?

(Describe your ideal exercise program and the
time it will take).

What type of legacy do I want to leave
for my family and my favorite causes
when i Die?

(Describe meaning, purpose and mission,
charitable giving).

What type of role model do I want to
be for my children and my friends?

It's a good idea to go over these questions with your spouse or someone else close to you. If you turn your responses to these
questions into goals, these goals will become an emotional lighthouse for you. If they're truly inspiring, they'll keep you focused
and motivated. They are the foundation for your definition of a wonderful life, the true purpose of building a super life plan.

last and final letter
This letter is a letter of final wishes written by parents/spouses and kept in the same safe place as the client's will. It is not a legal
document nor is it meant to replace the will, shareholder's agreement or any other formal structure that exists to preserve or transfer
assets on your death. Rather, it can serve as a powerful guide to soothing the trauma that surviving family members go through.
Dear (family member/s),
You are reading this letter after my passing and I wanted to let you know how dearly I love you and cherish our life's journey together.
I also needed to leave you with some practical guidelines in dealing with the necessary preparations as you face your life ahead.
This is a challenging time and I urge you to be strong as you move through the steps into your future. Get someone close to us to
assist you and feel free to share this letter with them if you are not strong enough to act on my advice alone.

Step

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ONE- Locate all documents

Will
Company benefits documents

Step TWO - Notify all
financial contacts

Birth certificate
Marriage certificate
Bank account information
Life insurance policies
Trust documents
Property ownership documents
All financial records, bank account details and
asset registers can be found in the following
place: (insert information)

Step THREE Complete these
key tasks

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Banks
Beneficiaries
Employer of deceased
Clients of the business
Specialist advisors - insurance,
accountant, lawyers, tax specialists

Destroy and cancel all credit cards
Review safety deposit box, safe contents
Determine/locate list of liabilities
Re-register all assets in appropriate name
Re-direct all mail and change voicemail message
on my mobile phone

Our financial advisor should be contacted immediately. He/she will assist with all
claims processing, suggestions and money management issues:
My wishes for my funeral are as follows:
Please ensure to the following as soon as you can:

• Change your own will if appropriate
• Increase the amount of life insurance to that of primary family breadwinner
- our advisor will help you with this
• Increase disabilityJ health and critical illness insurance if appropriate
• Have updates and changes made to all shareholders/business partnership agreements
• Consolidate any outstanding debt with proceeds from the life insurance

You may wish to consider setting up a trust so that you and the children may benefit in a
secure manner from our financial work together.
Consider my final wishes with regards to charitable giving and please ensure that they are carried out to the
letter according to my final instructions in my last will and testament.
Do not leave the house unoccupied during my funeral and consider immediate upgrades to security.
You will probably be asked to sign many releases and documents during this time. Read everything carefully
and ask for help if you are at all unsure.
The following people should be consulted jointly and simultaneously for further advice on your financial affairs
in the medium to long term:

(name of accountant)
(name of attorney)
(name of financial advisor)

Do keep focused on our love for each other and draw strength from our life together as
you apply yourself to these important steps.

My Client Testimonials
Andrey has been a driving force in helping me to gain control over my debt and finances. I had gotten myself into financial difficulties and
was considering many options to try to get out of the stress of debt. Andrey took a very calm approach to me and worked with me in
setting out goals. His approach assisted me in learning to slowly and steadily make progress towards decreasing my debt and organizing my
finances. Andrey never made me feel that I was a failure. He made me realize that I had the ability to make financial improvements which
in turn has decreased stress. I am now in the process of rebuilding a retirement fund and a savings account. This is something that I felt
was not possible several years ago. Thank you Andrey.
Vladimir S.
My wife and I have enjoyed working with A n dr e y Be ls ki y for several years now. The services provided and the personal attention to our
specific needs have been outstanding. Like many people, our understanding of the investment environment is limited. Knowing this, Andrey
has guided us through the process with a keen awareness of our needs and prudent anticipation of our future goals.
In the current uncertain market environment, Andrey has been quick to respond and communicate with us regarding our investments.
Andrey's knowledge of the markets and trends has given us a feeling of security and confidence in our choice of Andrey. Besides
investments guidance, we have also received help and direction from Andrey with our mortgage and other property purchases. The process
was handled with efficiency and a level competence that made it a pleasure and not a challenge. Our hope and goal is to continue the great
working relationship with Mr.Belskiy for many years to come.
Nataliya and Sergey Y.

Over the last 10 years I have had the opportunity to meet and work with a number of financial advisors and can clearly say that A n d r e y
Be l s ki y is the only advisor that I have met whom I truly feel comfortable with. I've had the pleasure to work with Andrey over the last 5
years and during that time I felt that Andrey took the time to get to know my family and truly understand what our current financial needs
are and anticipate what we will need in the future. I do believe that Andrey does value me as a person and not just a client, which something
that I unfortunately cannot say about other advisors that I have met in the past. During the last 5 years I feel that Andrey has helped our
family to eliminate debt, secure our dream home at an excellent mortgage rate and plan for my retirement with confidence. As a physician, I
often do not have time to devote to following money markets and mortgage rates, preferring to spend my free time with my wife and
children. I have the utmost confidence in Andrey to look out for my family's best interests in that regard. Thanks Andrey!
Robb M.
My wife and I are very comfortable with Andrey Belskiy and his staff. It is like talking to a friend as Andrey takes time to get to know you,
your family, what goes on in our lives and our financial needs both now and for our retirement and tailors an investment plan to best meet
them. He takes time to explain new investment proposals or changes in our portfolio in a clear and easy to understand manner. He meets
regularly with us to discuss how our plan is going and recommends changes that he believes will keep our goals on target. When investing
you need to trust your feelings and instincts and deal with someone whom you feel most comfortable with and who you think will best help
you reach your goals. Andrey Belskiy and his staff is that someone.
Vadim and Dina R.

Andrey Belskiy had taken over our Investors Group portfolio, approximately ten years ago. Since then, he has guided us through the ups
and downs of investments and I can honestly say Andrey has been our best investment, not only to advise about retirement, but also the
daily issues, such as a mortgage, car payments and life insurance, just to name a few. Even when the markets are on a "down turn",
Andrey has a positive attitude and stays very calm. Our portfolio has had terrific gains, over the time since Andrey has taken over the
reins and I would highly recommend Andrey.
Thanks Andrey
Alex and Shanna W.

" I will be totally honest, I was ready to leave Investors Group before I started working with Andrey. My service to that point was a once a
year phone call, 'that time of year, come down and drop off a cheque'. I was introduced to Andrey and he gained my confidence
immediately. Talk about full service, he has looked at my portfolio from a truly macro point of view. There are things we are doing now, that
I was not even aware of !
From meetings in my home, to follow up emails, Andrey and his staff really 'do what they say they are going to do'! I am thankful Andrey
took over my portfolio. I would recommend him and his team to anyone looking to take their personal wealth planning to the next level"
Sergey M.

